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This paper presents the study done to evaluate the accuracy of drug interaction (DI)
alerts triggered by two Electronic Medical Record (EMR) systems used in primary
health care. Elderly patients commonly find it onerous to recollect their medications
during medical interrogation. Physicians and pharmacists find it hard to keep abreast
with the expanding medical and pharmacologic knowledge bases. Automated DI alerts
are designed to make available evidence-based knowledge at the point of care. A
Scenario-Based Software Architecture Analysis Methodology (SAAM) was used with
interacting drug-drug pairs without patient medical histories, representing
“hypothetical” patient scenarios to evaluate the drug-interacting quality attribute of
two EMR systems. Three hundred and twenty-five drug-drug interaction (DDI) pairs
were identified by a comprehensive literature search for common drugs used in the
management of common conditions seen in the elderly population in primary health
care. Three Reference programs were selected to determine the level of severity of
drug interactions. A common severity rating scale was adapted due to variations in
the DI severity scales used by the DI software programs and EMR systems in this
study. Regression and correlation analyses were carried out on the DI alerts triggered
by the two EMR systems and evaluated for their agreement with the Reference
programs. True positive and true negative “severe” clinically significant DDI pairs
were classified based on inclusion and exclusion criteria. Sensitivity, specificity and
positive and negative predictive values were determined for the DI alerts. Low
sensitivity (26%, 33%), high specificity (96%, 100%), positive (0.286, 1) and negative
(0.956, 0.961) predictive values were obtained on evaluating the accuracy of DI alerts
from two EMR systems. EMR systems evaluated in this research showed a limited
potential to identify “severe” clinically significant DDIs and considerable probability
for triggering spurious alerts. This may be a reason for the overriding of DI alerts and
interruption of the workflow of users of EMR systems. Reasons for the deficient
performance of EMR systems can be due to unavailable updates or programming,
database functioning discrepancies, and controversies in the clinical evidence or due
to combination of these.
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1. Introduction

The Canadian market has about 20,000 drug products and about 7000 drug interactions
have been identified. Unrecognised drug interactions leading to adverse drug events occur
due to inappropriate prescribing [1, 2, 3] which can lead to medication errors [4] and
adversely affect patient safety and health outcomes.
Medication error reduction is an international issue [5] and is a growing health concern. The
Institute of Medicine’s report on medical errors indicated dangers inherent in the U.S.
medical care system that might cause up to 98,000 deaths in hospitals and cost
approximately $38 billion per year [5]. The need to reduce inappropriateness and errors in
the administration of prescribed medications has focused attention on the prevention of drug-
drug interactions (DDIs). In recent years, the issue of adverse drug events resulting from
DDIs has been highlighted by the national media, policy makers, and health care providers
[6]. Patient wellbeing and better patient outcomes can be possible with high quality medical
care that provides a patient-centered focus on medication safety.

2. Methodology

2.1 Study Design

During phase I, a narrative literature review was done using electronic journal resources
(Journal of American Medical Informatics Association, International Journal of Medical
Informatics, IEEE Journals, etc), PubMed’s Medline and OVID to identify the uses,
importance and implications of clinical decision support-based Electronic Medical Record
(EMR) Systems in clinical practice and barriers to their implementation.
Phase II consisted of a comprehensive exploration of relevant resources to get an overview
of the various types of EMRs available, methodologies used for their evaluation and quality
attributes considered essential for implementation of EMR systems in primary health care.
Phase III was comprised of another literature review done by reviewing various drug-related
electronic and printed resources (Drug Information Resources) available on the Dalhousie
University’s College of Pharmacy’s website <http://pharmacy.dal.ca/druginfo/index.html> in
order to help create hypothetical patient scenarios in the form of drug-drug interaction pairs.
This literature review was done with a view to identifying the potential errors in clinical
practice (eg. medication, prescribing), the reasons for their occurrence and the areas where
they can be prevented, common conditions and drugs prescribed in elderly patients in
primary care, and common causes for the Adverse Drug Reactions (ADRs) and drug
interactions seen in the elderly.

2.2 “Object” Drug And “Precipitant” Drug Interaction Pairs

An EMR system integrated with clinical decision support in the form of a knowledge base can
be referred to as an information resource. The Scenario-Based Architecture Analysis
Method (SAAM) [7] appeared in 1993, corresponding with the trend for a better
understanding of general architectural concepts, as a foundation for proof that a software
system meets more than just functional requirements. Scenario-based analysis is more
concrete than the general definition of software quality [8] and is more context-sensitive.
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Scenarios can be used to represent software architecture evaluations qualitatively. In this
study, we apply the questioning technique in the form of drug-drug interaction pairs
analogous to “scenarios” [9, 10, 11, 12] without patient medical histories and employ them to
evaluate the “alerting” quality attribute of electronic medical record system architecture to
address the problem description of drug-drug interactions in elderly patients. The scenarios
were created such that the EMR systems should trigger drug interaction alerts to signal
against imminent drug-drug interactions possible with the combinations of medications that
are commonly used in the elderly and aging patients in primary care.
The following resources were reviewed and searched for medications indicated in the
primary care management of common conditions seen in elderly patients:
(a) Ontario Drug Therapy Guidelines [13] for:
• Chronic Heart Failure in Primary Care
• Stable Ischemic Heart Disease in Primary Care
• Osteoarthritis, Rheumatoid Arthritis, and Acute Musculoskeletal Injury
• The Management of Anxiety Disorders in Primary Care
• Peptic Ulcer Disease and Gastroesophageal Reflux
• The Pharmacotherapeutic Management of Diabetes Mellitus
• The Prevention and Treatment of Osteoporosis
(b) “Top Ten Dangerous Drug Interactions in Long-Term Care” available on Multidisciplinary
Medication Management Project’s website [14]
Drugs selected from the above resources to represent the “object drugs” [whose action is
altered] by the “precipitant drugs” [which cause the altered action] were:
• Warfarin
• Acetylsalicylic acid (ASA)
• Atorvastatin
• Enalapril
• Naproxen
• Digoxin
• Clopidogrel
• Potassium
• Alendronate
• Hydrochlorothiazide
Precipitant drugs were adapted from the list of commonly prescribed medications from the
“Top 50 Prescribed Medications, 2004” from the IMS Health Canada’s Drug Monitor [15]. For
the purpose of this study, if two or more brands of a chemical entity were in the top 50
medications, then they were noted by their generic names. The generic names of the drugs
listed in “Top 50 Prescribed Medications, 2004” [15] were searched for their availability on
the Drug Product Database (DPD) accessible from Health Canada’s website [16]. Drugs
indicated in the management of conditions identified in the literature review were selected for
this study and drugs with hormonal combinations, inhalational and nasal use were excluded.
A sample of 10 object drugs and 37 precipitant drugs was selected. The selected drugs were
then arranged according to the World Health Organization’s Anatomical Therapeutic
Chemical (ATC) Index 2005 available on the World Health Organization Collaborating Centre
for Drug Statistics Methodology resource [17].

2.3 Determination Of Level Of Severity Of Drug Interaction

Clinical decision support-based EMR systems function to support the clinical decision-
making and dispensing process of physicians and pharmacists, respectively, by giving
accurate automated drug interaction alerts. Any clinically significant drug-drug interaction is
expected to be signalled by the EMR system at the point-of-prescription and point-of-
dispensing, respectively. The rationale used during the selection of the drug-drug interactions
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pairs was that the clinical decision support tools integrated in the EMR systems are expected
to give accurate and genuine drug interaction alerts for any drug-drug pair with a potential for
interacting when combined. The level of severity of drug interaction for the combination of
object drugs and precipitant drugs selected was determined individually using the following
electronic drug information resources, referred to as “Reference” programs (RP1, RP2 and
RP3) for this study:
• Micromedex® Healthcare Series. DRUG-REAX® Interactive Drug Interactions [18]

(accessed July 2005 from Dalhousie University’s College of Pharmacy) [clicked on drug
interactions of all severities]

• Express Scripts DRUG DIGEST Check Interactions [19] (accessed July 2005 from
Dalhousie University’s College of Pharmacy’s Drug Information Resources)

• MedScape for WebMD [20]: Multi-Drug Interaction Checker (accessed July 2005 from
Dalhousie University’s College of Pharmacy’s Drug Information Resources)

The results determining the level of severity for each object drug-precipitant drug interaction
pairs using each of the three Reference programs individually were tabulated according to
the level of severity of drug-drug interaction. This gave a total of 334 drug-drug interaction
pairs as indicated in Table 1. The absence of a drug interaction or, if present, the level of
severity of interaction between the particular pair, issued for each drug-drug interaction pair
on single input into the program was noted for the study.

Table 1: Number of object drug-precipitant drug interaction pairs selected for this study

Object Drug Total object drug-precipitant
drug interaction pairs

Warfarin 36
Acetylsalicylic acid 35
Atorvastatin 34
Enalapril 33
Naproxen 37 
Digoxin 32
Clopidogrel 31
Potassium 37
Alendronate 30
Hydrochlorothiazide 29
Total 334

The 334 drug-drug interaction pairs were then used to obtain drug interaction alerts issued
by a pharmacy EMR system and a physician’s EMR system. The two EMR systems (EMR A
and EMR B) are referred to as “user programs” in this study. The drug interaction alerts,
triggered by both electronic medical record systems were identified and recorded using
Microsoft Office Excel (2003). There were variations in the results obtained from the
Reference programs determining the level of severity of drug-drug interactions and also in
the drug interaction alerts triggered by EMR systems.
Variations were also noted in the drug interaction severity rating scales used by the
Reference programs to determine the level of severity of DDI and by the two EMR systems
to determine the level of severity of drug-drug interaction in the form of an “alert”. Some use
a severity rating scale ranging from “no” interaction, “mild” interaction, “moderate” interaction
and “severe” interaction to describe the drug-drug interaction. Some use levels of severity to
determine the clinical significance of the drug interaction in the form of rating from 1 to 5
where “1” denotes “severe drug-drug interaction” and “5” for “no” interaction. Some programs
use a rating scale for measuring severity of the drug interaction denoted by “A” for “No
Known Interaction Data”, “B” for “No Action Needed Data”, “C” for “Monitor Therapy Data”,
“D” for “Consider Therapy Modification Data” and “X” to denote “Avoid Combination Data”.
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A “common” severity rating scale for the level of severity of the drug-drug interactions was
adapted for this study to translate results of the drug-drug interactions issued by programs in
this study and to classify drug-drug interactions with respect to their level of severity. For this,
rating scales used by different compendia were studied for their commonalities. Every
compendium uses a slightly different rating system to classify drug-drug interactions [12, 21].
The interacting drugs in a drug-drug interaction are assigned to one of the following five
classes (originally developed by the Drug Interaction Foundation) based on the need for an
intervention to minimise the risk due to the interaction as mentioned in Hansten and Horn’s
Facts and Comparisons for Drug Interactions [22; pg. xiii]. These are shown in Table 2. 
Various studies [6, 9, 12] have mentioned that different severity rating scales are used by
various compendia to determine severity of drug-drug interactions as described in Table 3. 

Table 2: Five classes of clinical significance of drug interaction as mentioned in Hansten and Horn's
Facts and Comparisons for Drug interactions [22; pg. xiii]

Clinical
significance
numbers

DI and need for intervention to minimise the risk

1 Avoid the combination � risk always outweighs the benefits

2
Usually avoid combination� use the combination only under
special circumstance

3 Minimise the risk� take action as necessary to reduce risk
4 No action needed� risk of adverse outcomes appears small
5 No interaction� evidence suggests no interaction

Table 3: Examples of severity rating scales for drug interactions used by different compendia [6, 9, 12]

Description for severity rating scales for drug interactions used by some compendia

Five-item rating scale (major, moderate, minor, none, not specified)

Four-item summary measure (Code 1: highly clinically significant; Code 2: moderately clinically
significant; Code 3: minimally clinically significant; Code 4: not clinically significant) based on
three major factors: potential harm to the patient, frequency and predictability of occurrence,
and degree and quality of documentation

Severity measure (major, moderate, minor)

For this study, “scale” has been defined as the set of response options12 from which one
option is chosen to translate the result of the description of severity of the drug-drug
interaction for a particular drug-drug combination. The “Common” severity rating scale for the
drug-drug interaction pairs adapted for this study ranged from 1 to 4 according to their level
of severity, their class for level of significance and the recommendations for prevention. The
drug-drug interactions were rated from 1 to 4 with respect to the level of severity for the drug-
drug interaction where “1” represented a “severe” drug interaction and “4” represented “no”
drug interaction, as described in the Table 4 below.
The results obtained from the three Reference programs were translated using the “common”
severity rating scale and compiled into a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. In this study, one of
the Reference programs (RP3) used two severity rating scales simultaneously to determine
the level of severity of a particular drug-drug interaction. This program determined the level
of severity in the form of description of the measure as “mild/ moderate/severe/no interaction”
and in form of numbers (classes) ranging from “1 to 5” determining their level of severity per
clinical significance.
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Table 4: “Common” severity rating scale adapted for this study to translate results of drug-drug
interaction pairs determined by Reference programs and EMR systems

Rating
from 1

to 4

Severity
rating for DI

Description for
severity rating

For EMR A For EMR B

1 Severe
interaction
and classes
“1” and “2”

• Avoid
administration of
combination 

Severe • X� Avoid
combination

• D� Consider
therapy modification

2 Moderate
interaction
and class “3”

• Avoid
administration
unless it is
determined that the
benefit of
coadministration
outweighs the risk
to the patient +

Moderate • C� Monitor therapy.
Data demonstrate
that the specified
agents may interact
with each other in a
clinically significant
manner. The
benefits of
concomitant use of
these two
medications usually
outweigh the risks.

3 Mild
interaction
and class “4”

• Minimize risk by
considering
alternative agents
or change dosage
or route of
administration*

• No action
needed� risk of
adverse outcomes
appears small

Not issued for
any of drug-
drug interaction
pair in this
study

• B� No action
needed

4 No
interaction
and class “5”

• No interaction�
evidence suggests
no interaction

• No drug
interaction
alert

• Duplicate
therapy
alert

• A�No known
interaction

• No interaction alert

The “common” severity rating scale was created by considering the commonality of rating scales used
by different compendia as mentioned in Table 2 and Table 3. DI - Drug interaction;  - The risk of
adverse patient outcome precludes concomitant administration as risk always outweighs the benefits,
usually avoid combination� use combination only under special circumstance; + - Use the
combination only under special circumstance, needs close patient monitoring, minimise risk and take
action as necessary to reduce risk; * - Risk of adverse outcomes appears small and patient monitoring
is suggested

The “common” severity rating scale used for translating the results of the severity rating in
this study was used to rate the “description” of severity as well as the “level” of severity,
determined for individual drug-drug interaction pairs by RP3. Translation of the results of
severity measures determined by RP3 into respective rating using the “common” severity
rating scale for this study did not alter the mean and the variance of results obtained from
RP3. Correlation analysis was done on the “translated” results (using “common” severity
rating scale) of determination of levels of severity of drug interactions for the three Reference
programs. This analysis (0.48, 0.56 and 0.54) showed that the three Reference programs
reasonably agreed with each other. This analysis gave concurrent validity and acceptability
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for usage of “common” severity rating scale for this study. Out of the 334 drug-drug
interaction pairs, 9 pairs, amitriptyline with acetylsalicylic acid, atorvastatin, naproxen,
digoxin, clopidogrel, potassium, alendronate, hydrochlorothiazide and enalapril, respectively,
were deleted because the EMR B showed a message “the drug is unavailable for interaction
referencing” for these pairs. This resulted in a sample of a total of 325 object drug-precipitant
drug interaction pairs for this study.

3. Statistical Analysis

In this study, reliability which is the property of consistency of a measurement that gives the
same result on different occasions [23] is an estimate of agreement between the three
Reference programs. This was determined using Cronbach’s α. Cronbach’s α is the most
widely used index of the reliability of a scale [24] and it provides an estimate of how well the
Reference programs measure the severity of drug-drug interaction pairs. It is also the most
common form of inter-rater reliability coefficient. The Statistical Package for the Social
Sciences (SPSS) 11.5.1 version for Windows was used to determine the Cronbach’s α. A
Cronbach’s Alpha of 0.7592 was obtained which was an acceptable estimate of reliability of
the measure of level of severity of drug interaction for the three Reference programs. A
reliability coefficient of 0.80 or higher is considered as "acceptable" in most Social Science
applications [25]. By convention, alpha should be 0.70 or higher to retain an item in a scale
[26]. Therefore, we are justified in combining the three Reference programs into one
summary Reference program by adding each drug-drug interaction rating together and
dividing by 3.
The drug interaction alerts triggered by the two EMR systems when tested with drug-drug
interaction pairs to signal the severity of drug-drug interaction were translated into
representative severity levels using the “common” severity rating scale adapted for this study
as shown in Table 4 above. The results obtained by testing for the level of severity of drug-
drug interaction pairs issued by the three Reference programs and their collective average
were considered as the “dependent or response” variables and those issued for the same
drug-drug interaction pairs by the user programs (EMR A and EMR B) as “independent or
predictor” variables. Simple and multiple regression analyses were carried out on the
resulting data compiled using SPSS. Simple regression was done using each of the
Reference programs and their average as the response variable and each of the user
programs (EMR A and EMR B) as the predictor variable. Multiple regression was done using
each Reference program and its average as response and both the user programs as
predictor variables.
The objective of performing regression analysis on the set of data was to ascertain the
probable form of relationship between the variables [27; chapter 9] in this study. Regression
analysis was done which gave R-squared (R2), an estimate of the variation in the Reference
program measure explained by the regression. R-squared is also called the “Coefficient of
determination” and can assume values from 0 (none of the variation in the dependent
variable is explained by the regression) to 1 (all the variation in the dependent variable is
explained by the regression) [27; chapter 9]. The regression analysis also gave an intercept
which gave the adjustment for scale differences and a slope which gave the weight of the
user program in predicting the measure given by the Reference program. It also gave the
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) which interpreted the significance of the regression equation
in explaining the variability in the measure of the Reference program. A significant value of
the F statistic means that the R2 is significantly different from zero.
The value of R2obtained from simple regression ranged from .227 to .847 with maximum for
Reference program 3 versus EMR A system and minimum for Reference program 3 versus
EMR B system. This showed that the agreement between the EMR systems and the
Reference programs varied between 22.7% and 84.7%. The R2 obtained from multiple
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regression analysis ranged from .412 to .847 with maximum for the Reference program 3
and both EMR systems and minimum for the Reference program 1 and both EMR systems.
A stepwise regression with F value set as “F-to-enter >= 3.840, F-to-remove <= 2.710” was
then carried to find out which of the two EMR systems gets entered first. This estimated
which one of the two EMR systems issued results (alerts) which had the most alignment and
agreement with which one of the Reference programs. The results obtained by stepwise
regression showed that EMR A was always entered first and EMR B was excluded at all
steps. The results concluded that the EMR system A was a better predictor than the EMR
system B for all the Reference programs as well as their average. Also, EMR A had more
alignment with Reference program 3 as it was the only predictor variable “entered” during
stepwise regression with Reference program 3.

4. Evaluation Of Accuracy Of EMR Systems

Accurate drug interaction alerts referred to the “genuine” drug interaction alerts issued by the
EMR systems to identify clinically significant drug-drug interactions (DDI) pairs for this study.
The combination of drugs which when tested with the Reference programs gave a “major”,
“severe” and/ or severity levels “1” or “2” with any of the Reference programs represented the
clinically significant drug interaction pair. The inclusion and exclusion criteria for clinically
significant and not clinically significant drug-drug interaction pairs are listed in Table 5. A true
positive (TP) drug-drug interaction (DDI) pair has been defined for this study as a “clinically
significant DDI pair” and a true negative (TN) DDI pair as a “not clinically significant DDI
pair”. The EMR systems in this study were expected to trigger genuine drug-drug interaction
alerts for the clinically significant (true positive) DDI pairs selected for the study and ignore
the not clinically significant (true negative) DDI pairs.

Table 5: Inclusion and exclusion criteria used for selection of true and false positive and true and false
negative drug-drug interaction pairs

Criteria Clinically significant Or
True Positive DDI pairs

Not Clinically significant Or
True Negative DDI pairs

Inclusion Any DDI pair determined to be
“Severe”, “Major” and/ or belong
to severity level “1” or “2” by any
one of the Reference programs

Any DDI pair determined to have
“No” drug interaction by all three
Reference programs

Exclusion Any DDI pair determined to have
“No” drug interaction by all three
Reference programs

Any DDI pair determined to be
“Severe”, “Major” and/ or belong to
severity level “1” or “2” by any one
of the Reference programs

Note: DDI = Drug-Drug Interaction

Following the inclusion and exclusion criteria, a sample consisting of 15 true positives
(“clinically significant”) and 247 true negatives (“non-clinically significant”) was selected.
Drug-drug interaction alerts were classified for this study as illustrated in Table 6. They were
classified into true positive, false positive, true negative and false negative drug-drug
interaction alerts.

4.1 Sensitivity And Specificity Of Drug Interaction Alerts

Sensitivity: For this study, sensitivity for an EMR system was defined as the number of true
positive drug-drug interaction alerts given by the system for all the true positive DDI pairs
selected for this study.
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Sensitivity = Number of true positive DI alerts_______________________
Number of true positive DI alerts + false negative DI alerts

Specificity = For this study, specificity for EMR system was defined as the number of true
negative DDI pairs identified by the system among all the true negative DDI pairs selected for
this study.
Specificity = Number of true negative DI alerts_______________________

Number of true negative DI alerts + false positive DI alerts

Table 6: Classification of drug interaction alerts into true and false positive and into true and false
negative, respectively

Classification of DDI alerts Definition for this study

True positive (TP) DDI alerts Genuine DDI alert for a clinically
significant DDI pair

False positive (FP) DDI alerts Spurious DDI alert for a not clinically
significant DDI pair

True negative (TN) DDI alerts No DDI alert for a not clinically significant
DDI pair

False negative (FN) DDI alerts No or spurious DDI alert for a clinically
significant DDI pair

Note: DDI = Drug-Drug Interaction

Positive predictive value (PPV): For this study, positive predictive value is the probability
that an alert is triggered by the EMR system for a true positive (clinically significant DDI pair).
PPV = Number of true positive DI alerts_______________________

Number of true positive DI alerts + false positive DI alerts
Negative predictive value (NPV): For this study, negative predictive value is the probability
that a drug-drug interaction alert is not triggered by the EMR system for a true negative (not
clinically significant DDI pair).
NPV = Number of true negative DI alerts_______________________

Number of true negative DI alerts + false negative DI alerts
Table 7 illustrates the results of calculation of sensitivity, specificity, PPV and NPV for EMR A
and EMR B.

Table 7: Estimation of accuracy of EMR systems

Evaluation EMR A EMR B
TP DDI alerts 5 4
TN DDI alerts 247 237
FP DDI alerts 0 10 
FN DDI alerts 10 11
Sensitivity 5/15 = 0.333 4/15 = 0.267
Specificity 247/247 = 1 237/247 = 0.959
PPV 5/5 = 1 4/14 = 0.286
NPV 247/257 = 0.961 237/248 = 0.956

Note: EMR – Electronic Medical Record system, TP – True Positive, TN – True Negative, FP – False
Positive, FN – False Negative

5. Results

The regression analyses showed that drug-drug interaction alerts issued by EMR A better
agreed with drug-drug interaction severity results determined by Reference program 3 than
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those issued by EMR B. The Crohnbach’s alpha of 0,7592 for the three Reference programs
used for this study demonstrated a fairly reasonable agreement with respect to their
determination of level or description of rating of severity of drug-drug interaction, though
there can be uncertainty of evidence related to drug-drug interactions in some cases.
Out of the15 clinically significant drug-drug interaction combinations selected for this study,
the EMR A accurately identified 5 drug-drug interaction combinations (approximately 33%)
as “severe” and did not accurately identify 10 combinations (approximately 67%) as “severe”.
Similarly, the EMR B accurately identified 4 out of 15 (approximately 27%) clinically
significant drug-drug interaction combinations selected for this study as “severe” and did not
accurately identify 11 combinations (approximately 73%) as “severe”. The evaluation of
accuracy for two EMR systems by estimating their sensitivity and specificity resulted in low
sensitivity (0.27 and 0.33) and excellent specificity (1.0 and 0.96) estimates to identify drug-
drug interactions. The low sensitivity for both EMR systems suggested that they did not issue
accurate drug-drug interaction alerts to identify clinically significant drug-drug interactions as
“severe” for more than 67% of the combinations. Conversely, higher estimates for specificity
demonstrated that the two EMR systems ignore the “not clinically significant” drug-drug
interaction pairs well.
The estimation of positive and negative predictive values for EMR A, 1.0 and 0.96,
respectively, showed that when they issued a drug-drug interaction alert, it was accurate.

6. Discussion

Due to the complex workflow of physicians and pharmacists and the constantly expanding
medical and pharmacologic knowledge bases, there is the potential of drug interactions
being unrecognized. The large number of drugs available in the Canadian market and the
drug interactions among them add to this risk for patient safety at the point of prescribing.
Physicians and pharmacists are expected to prescribe and dispense, and counsel on,
respectively, the most appropriate medications which can produce the most optimal benefits
to the patients based on their judgments, knowledge and experience. Drug information
resources available at the point of care play a crucial role in the identification of imminent
drug interactions, and can safeguard against medication errors due to inappropriate
prescribing and adverse drug reactions. This study evaluated the variability in the severity
rating scales used by various drug information resources to determine levels of severity of
drug-drug interaction pairs used in this research. Over-alerting by the EMR systems against
drug-drug interaction alerts was not significantly revealed from this study, though
inaccurately alerting against “severe” drug-drug interactions was evident from the sensitivity
(0.27 to 0.33), specificity (1.00 to 0.96), positive predictive (1.00 and 0.29) and negative
predictive (0.96 and 0.956) values for the two EMR systems, respectively.
Various drug interaction software evaluation studies [9, 28, 29] used drug-drug interaction
pairs and different methodologies to analyze performance of drug information resources.
This study evaluated the accuracy of the drug interaction alerts and performance of EMR
systems and also assessed the variations in the severity rating scales used by electronic
drug information resources.
Hazlet et al. [9] performed a one-time performance test of the pharmacy computer systems in
Washington State to accurately identify clinically significant drug interactions. In their study, 6
patient profiles with 37 drug-drug interaction pairs were used to evaluate the performance of
drug interaction software installed in 516 pharmacy chains and health maintenance
organization pharmacies. They identified in their study the complexity of pharmacy software
systems, their inability to detect one-third of clinically important drug interactions and the
variability in their results. They found the sensitivity of the software programs to range from
0.44 to 0.88, with 1.00 being perfect and specificity to range from 0.71 to 1.00. The positive
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predictive values ranged from 0.67 and 1.00 and negative predictive value ranged from 0.69
to 0.90.
In 2001, Abarca et al. [6] conducted a cross-sectional one-time evaluation study in the United
States of the agreement among drug-drug interaction compendia to designate interactions as
having greatest clinical importance “major” drug-drug interactions. Some of the drug
interaction compendia evaluated in their study were used as Reference programs for this
research. They identified that of the 406 major drug-drug interactions listed in one or more of
the four compendia in their study, only 9 (2.2%) of these major drug-drug interactions were
listed in all four compendia. They found an intra-class correlation coefficient of -0.092 (1.0
indicating perfect agreement among the compendia and 0 indicating no agreement) which
indicated a low agreement between the four compendia on the classification of major drug
interactions and more variation within the compendia than that among the compendia. Their
study also mentioned that computer software vendors should focus on drug interaction alerts
to signal against clinical significant drug interactions to enhance the effectiveness of drug
information resources in physicians’ and pharmacists’ decision making.
Though the drug-drug interaction alerts can be customized to identify only “clinically
important” drug interactions in software systems, this raises a possibility of missing drug
interactions causing adverse drug reactions if the drug interaction databases differ in their
severity rating scales. The sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive and negative predictive
values obtained in this research, imply that if the end user of the EMR system decided to
suppress the spurious drug interaction alerts, allowing the systems to signal only against the
“severe” drug-drug interactions, then the possibility of missing clinically important or “severe”
drug-drug interactions would increase.
Important drug information with regard to drug interactions may be missing from drug
interaction databases, as concluded by Smith et al. [29] in their study to evaluate the ability
of a common drug interaction database to identify clinically important drug interactions
involving drugs used in transplant medications from the prescriber’s perspective. The drug
interactions used in their analysis were generated from an expert panel, a common drug
interaction database and two standard drug interaction references. Their study concluded
that the drug interaction failed to identify approximately 70% of drug interactions considered
significant by the expert panel and more than 85% of alerts generated were considered
clinically significant. In their study, “the expert panel agreed on the clinical significance of the
272 interactions when the interactions were evaluated independently” [29] and there was a
marginal first-pass agreement among the 3 experts indicated by kappa of 0.3526. They also
found that the drug interaction database was most deficient in identifying interactions
resulting from additive toxicity.
If the integrity of the information populating the drug interaction databases is improved, the
discrepancies in the programming and assumptions made at the core development of the
databases and software systems are dealt with effectively, the drug interaction alerts can
play a vital role in signalling potential drug interactions.

7. Limitations

This study was conducted as a single-input, single-performance evaluation process and the
data were collected and coded by the same single researcher. The drugs identified for this
study to represent the “object” and “precipitant” drugs were selected on the basis of statistical
information and literature available with relation to elderly patients seen in primary health
care. We did not examine the primary literature related to drug-drug interactions or conduct a
focus group of experts to determine the clinical relevance of the drug interactions. This study
involves only a subset of possible drug interactions with the large number of prescription
drugs available in Canada and their drug-drug interactions. There may have been
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unidentified clinically significant drug-drug interaction combinations which could have
substantially changed the results.
The study involved determination of level of severity of drug-drug interactions using only
three drug information resources. Inclusion of additional drug information resources for the
determination of severity levels could have altered the results. The cut-off point for drug-drug
interactions to be rated as “severe” and not “moderate” or “minor” was with the perspective
that the drug-drug combination, if prescribed, results in risks outweighing the benefits to the
patients. Expansion of this cut-off point to include “moderately” severe drug-drug interactions
could have substantially changed the results.

8. Conclusions

The results obtained in this study showed that EMR systems vary in their identification of
clinically significant drug-drug interactions for elderly patients in primary health care and
cannot be used as the sole source of information. Pharmacists and physicians should not
completely rely on the EMR systems to trigger clinically significant drug-drug interaction
alerts and signal against adverse drug events. The study also suggested that EMR systems
give a large number of spurious automated drug-drug interaction alerts which can be
annoying to busy physicians and pharmacists because they interrupt their workflow. The
performance of the software is influenced by the unavailability of updates or relevant drug
interaction information (data) in drug interaction databases; discrepancies in the software
itself and/or in the drug interaction databases; programming incongruity; or a combination of
these reasons.
The education of physicians and pharmacists about the mechanisms and significance of drug
interactions is critical. This study also illustrated that there was no universality in the severity
rating scales for drug interactions used by the drug information software programs. The
difference in severity rating scales for drug interactions used by different drug information
databases can make it difficult for EMR systems to reliably support clinical decision-making
and the dispensing process at the point of care for physicians and pharmacists. This study
suggests that EMR systems should be updated, evaluated and studied on a regular basis for
their accuracy and performance to identify potential drug interactions and realize the promise
of improving patient outcomes. The expectations for drug interaction alerts and their
desirable levels vary between the end-users of the EMR systems and this deserves further
research into the user-specific needs regarding the alerting.
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